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DEAN & DIRECTOR AND CORRESPONDENT‘S MESSAGE
“UNITY IS STRENGTH…where there is team work and collaboration, wonderful things can be
achieved”.
The continued success of PSBB can be attributed to the collaborative partnership of the Parents
Teachers Association, which ensures the all-round development of the children. It is a mutually beneficial
relationship which inspires trust and confidence in each other.
At PSBB, the PTA is a robust body of stalwart individuals who bond over the welfare of the children. Following
the yeoman footsteps of our beloved founder Dr.Mrs. Y.G.Parthasarathy, the institution moves from strength to
strength, with the unstinting contribution of the PTA. Every programme is meticulously planned and executed by
the school, parents, staff and students. Parents take a lot of interest in all the activities of the school and their
response ,initiative and co-operation in all ventures is heart-warming and commendable!
“Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much’’ said Helen Keller. The school came together- students,
staff and parents to accomplish much during this past academic year too! Cleaning activities, both at school and
in temples, the Garage sale etc. saw students, staff and parents enthusiastically getting together for noble
reasons this year as well, apart from academic pursuits like workshops, seminars etc.
We are indeed proud of our dynamic and progressive PTA ! God bless.
Mrs. Sheela Rajendra

EDITORIAL BOARD
PSBB NGM
Website:
www.psbbschools.ac.in

Activities organized as a tribute to Mrs. Y.G.P
Mass Prayer

Special cover & My Stamp release during Endowment
Lecture
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Cultural Programmes

Thillana

Choir
Choir

Community Service

Cleanliness Pledge
‘Shree Gurubyo Namaha’
We, PSBBians, pledge that
We shall uphold your ideals of cleanliness and hygiene,
Shall practise ‘no litter policy’.
We shall not litter our classrooms, our campus, our homes and public places,
We shall sustain the principles in word and spirit, making it our way of life.
It shall be our endeavour to educate at least five other members of our society.
We affirm that we‘ll lead by example.
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Cleaning under progress… School campus, class rooms, temples, parks, beach etc.,
NGM

Class room cleaning…

Temple cleaning…..

KKN

T Nagar

Cleaning in and around the
school campus

Clean up drive at Jeeva park

Cleaning in and around the
school campus
Picking litter at the Marina Beach
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PTA Office Bearers
2017- 2020
K K Nagar

Nungambakkam & T Nagar
NAME OF THE PARENT

DESIGNATION

Mr.P.B.Balaji

PRESIDENT

Mrs. Sukanya Sreenivas

VICE PRESIDENT - 1

Mrs.Durga Chandrasekar

VICE PRESIDENT - 2 (Staff)

Mrs.Anita Nagaswamy

SECRETARY

Mr.Badrinarayanan. V. S

TREASURER

Mrs.Mini Premkumar

JOINT SECRETARY (Staff)

Mrs.Jayanthi Raghavan
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Mrs.Aiyshwarya Ravishankar COMMITTEE MEMBER -1

DESIGNATION
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Mr. S.Krishnakumar

PRESIDENT

Mr. M.Renganathan
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Mrs. Malathy Santhanam
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Mr.Venkatasubramanian
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Mrs.Booma Rengarajan

JOINT SECRETARY (STAFF)

Mrs. M. RajaRajeshwari

TREASURER (STAFF)

Mrs. Shanthi Jeykumar

JOINT TREASURER (PARENT)

Dr. Ramya Balaji

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Dr.Vasumathy Vedantham

COMMITTEE MEMBER-2

Mrs.Subashini Venkatraman

COMMITTEE MEMBER-3

Mrs. Nirmala Chandramouli

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Mrs.R.K.Srilakshmi

COMMITTEE MEMBER - 4

Mr.S. Baskaran

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Mr.P.Praveen Kumar

COMMITTEE MEMBER -5

Mr.R.Bharathan

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Mr. Sriram Nagaswamy

COMMITTEE MEMBER -6

Mr. G. Sriram

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Mr. C. Krishnachander

COMMITTEE MEMBER -7

Mr. Prasannaa.S

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Mr. S. Karthik

COMMITTEE MEMBER -8

Dr. M.Chockalingam

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Mrs. Madhumati. N

COMMITTEE MEMBER -9

Mrs. Bijula Jishnu

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Mrs. Lakshmi Anand

COMMITTEE MEMBER -10

Mrs. Lekha Venkataraman

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Mrs.Mohini Sriram

COMMITTEE MEMBER -11

Mrs. Ramya A.S

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Mrs.Meera Mohan
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Dr.K.Subha
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Mrs.Deepa Jaikumar

COMMITTEE MEMBER
(STAFF)

Mrs. M.Deepa

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Mrs.Meenakshi Raman

COMMITTEE MEMBER
(STAFF)

Mrs. Bhuvana Srinivasan

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Dr. Shyamala Vijayasiva

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Mrs.Vijayalakshmi Raman

COMMITTEE MEMBER
(STAFF)

Mr. Jeyaram G

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Mrs.M. Mano Haritha

COMMITTEE MEMBER
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From the President's Desk...
A very happy and prosperous 2020!
There can be no second opinion that it’s been a huge and colossal loss for the PTA with the passing away of our most
beloved Mrs.YGP, the strongest pillar of the institution. Fortunately, she’s left behind a rich legacy for all of us to not only
fall back on, but also follow. With Mrs.Sheela Rajendra at the helm of affairs, it is a blessing for the PTA because she’s
one, like Mrs.YGP, who has always been very supportive of all the ventures of the PTA.
As always, PTA has been quite active this past academic year too, apart from continuing our “Joy of Giving” and library
activities, we have, in right earnest, kept pace with the institution with the ultimate aim of benefitting our children, lending a
helping hand wherever possible. The garage sale is yet another initiative that has seen big success.
On behalf of the PTA, I thank all the parents, teachers and staff who have always been around to ensure that the goals set
by the PTA are achieved. We continue to expect your co-operation and good wishes for the ensuing year as well.
I sincerely hope that this year too, the PTA will continue to follow the big foot steps of our
beloved Mrs.YGP and with the assured support of Mrs.Sheela Rajendra, we should only be
moving ahead, with no looking back. The PTA, equally, needs to resolve to ensure that
Mrs.YGP’s oft-quoted reference to the PTA as the “golden triangle” is always true in its letter
as well as spirit.
P.B.BALAJI
President, PTA (T.P.Road and Nungambakkam)
Report 2019 – 2020 T. Nagar & Nungambakkam

It has been a memorable Association with PSBB as President of PTA for the past 12 years. I was a witness to the
developments of the School from Golden Jubilee Celebrations to Diamond Jubilee Celebrations, Opening of a New
Branch at Siruseri, Conferment of Padmashri Award to Mrs. YGP and her passing away recently.
In the midst of competition from Corporate and Techno Schools, PSBB is still vibrant and dynamic. The ideals
imbibed by Mrs. YGP is still being followed and the culture and tradition of our country is being passed on to the future
generations, which is a matter of pride and appreciation.
As per Mrs.YGP ‘s words, the Golden Triangle of Teachers, Parents and Students has been effective bringing
into confidence the parents and motivation to excel for the teachers. The wholesome development of a child in academics,
sports and culture has resulted in producing excellent students and future citizens of the country and making the parents
proud.
I thank the Management, Principals , Teachers and Parents for their understanding and
support and for travelling together in the progress and development of the school.
S.KRISHNAKUMAR
President KK Nagar.
Report 2019 – 2020 T. Nagar & Nungambakkam
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PTA Secretary’s Report
na jaayate' mriyate' vaa kadaachin naayam bhuthva bhavithaa na bhooyah:
ajo nithyah saasvato'yam puraano na hanyate' hanyamaane' sareere‘
The Spirit is neither born nor does it die at any time. It does not come into being or cease to exist. It is unborn, eternal,
permanent, and primeval. The Spirit is not destroyed when the body is destroyed.
Our foremost pranams to Dr. Mrs. YGP who watches over PSBB and each one of us.
Education in the gurukulams of yore sought to develop in each student what modern scholars refer to as the
intelligence quotient, the emotional quotient and the spiritual quotient. And this has been the governing philosophy of
the teaching methodology adopted at PSBB as determined by Dr. Mrs. YGP from the time that she started this school.
Our PTA strives to support this ideology at every step.
The activities undertaken this academic year by our PTA include the following:
Setting up and managing the weekly distribution of age-appropriate books for all students from classes Pre KG to
Std III
Awarding two deserving students the annual PTA scholarships
Recognising and awarding the top few students at every class level who have excelled at academics, sports, been
regular to school or been singled out for good conduct each year
Organising parent-substitution at school when teachers had to attend workshops / lectures and so on
Coordinating the generous monthly donations made by PSBB students to two deserving organisations – Pratyasha,
Home of Hope for children infected with HIV and Anbu Illam, a home for homeless girl children
Organising Teachers’ Day Tea including entertainment programmes for our school teachers and all staff members
Conducting story-telling sessions for kindergarten students as part of the ‘Library Month’ activities
Organising a garage sale
Writing to the Chennai Corporation and the traffic police about the need for speed-breakers in front of the school
gates
Writing to the Chennai Corporation to avoid granting permission to use Lake Area Main road as a vending zone
We thank the parents and teachers who participate enthusiastically in our activities and urge the many more
who are yet to get involved to come forward as well. That is when we can truly rededicate our glorious past
to a radiant future!
Anitha Nagaswamy - PTA Secretary T. Nagar & Nungambakkam

The most overwhelming key to a child’s success is the positive involvement of Parents and Teachers’. “Working together
towards enriching school life and familiarizing children to rich culture and heritage is synonymous to PSBB PTA KKN.
Some of the gesture which reflect these are as follows from time immemorial,
PTA takes pride in giving awards to Top 1% students from Std III to Std XII and to subject toppers of class X and XII.
PTA sponsored prizes for various competitions conducted in connection with the Childrens’ Day celebrations.
The Association has been an active participant in the Blood Donation Camp organized on the Independence Day along
with the Rotary Club of Vadapalani and Interact club of PSBB.
PTA recognized the selfless effort of teachers by honouring them. Teachers who have served the institution for 20, 25,
30 years or more and retired teachers were awarded.
The Cycle stand for students was recently renovated by PTA and put to effective use.
PTA and management would not only strive to achieve the objective of the school but would march in tune to provide a
more enriching childhood to students embedded with glorious opportunities.

Venkatasubramanian M . -
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PTA Secretary K K Nagar

PTA Activities
Teachers’ Day Celebration

Joy of Giving

Garage Sale

Story Telling Activity by PTA Members
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ISA Award from British Council
Global Commendation

PSBB GROUP OF
SCHOOLS
(NGM,T.NAGAR & KKN)
has once again been
accredited by the British
Council for the
International School
Award 2019- 2022

WORLD SCHOOL INTERNATIONAL FORUM 2019, ROMANIA

NGM
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ACCOLADES

NGM & T NAGAR

Major achievements of students at
National/International Level
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Oothukadu Venkatakavi Academy Trust
Interschool Music Competition - Winners(NGM)

Bhajan Samrat _ Title
winner-Yadushree (NGM)

S o ngs o f Gl o ry

M S Govind (Std X) and Adarsh (Std XI) participated in
the Grand Finale of The Rh-Factor Quiz competition.
They clinched the SECOND position winning a cash
award of Rs.15, 000 (KKN)

The Music team of the school won the first place in
Rhapsody. They received a trophy and cash award of
Rs.50,000 (KKN)

Rotary Club patriotic song competition. First Prize in
both Junior and Senior category.
Cash award of Rs.10,000 each (KKN)
Oothukadu Venkatakavi Trust competition
Overall Trophy (KKN)
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Global Accolades

KKN

Team India saw resounding success in this year’s WSDC.
Tejas Subramaiam of PSBB KKN was declared the BEST
SPEAKER IN THE WORLD. The motion for the final
debate against team Canada was “TH regrets the
glorification of soldiers as heroes”. After an exhilarating
debate the moment of glory came Team India’s way. In the
English second language speakers ranking as well as
general speakers list, two team India speakers were placed
in the top 10. Tejas was placed number one in both.

Left to right: Saranya Ravindran, Bhavya Shah,
Manya Gupta. Centre: Tejas Subramaniam
Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts

S. Keerthana –XII F1 attended the
Research Science Institute (RSI) 2019
conducted by the Centre for Excellence
in Education within the campus of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Shruti Jeyaraman- XII E2 attended the Summer Course 2019 at The Leadership Institute,
Brown University
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Churning Stories the Panchatantra way…
We are in an era, when kids can think that an apple is more than just
a fruit, a duster can be a car, windows opens you up not to
experience some nice breeze. Information is King and Google is the
ultimate guru. We have heard these things many times before, and
the millennials and the generations after that are living examples.
I was wondering if children these days actually were interested in
reading books, I was in for a surprise when I got to attend the Library
Month Celebration in December 2019. Students from Std. 4 to 8 had
assembled in the Open Auditorium and the whole crowed beamed to
a quiz on books. There was so much of knowledge that came from the
reading book.
I will tell you why I was there in the first place. The school had
organized various events to celebrate the Library Month and one of
them was a Story telling session for the Kinder Garten section. I was
invited to engage the children with stories. Anitha Nagaswamy and I
joined together to do the story telling sessions. We decided to blend
culture as the broad theme and decided to use characters and stories
that will appeal to the children. It was an interesting task. Now readymade stories will have to fit in themes we were looking for, with a bit
of research we only found that it was best to use our own skills of
spinning tales.
I was travelling to Nepal for a meeting and found myself with a
complete 4 hours, alone and all to myself. I say this with a lot of stress
and am sure moms with preteen kids would know what I mean. So,
that was the time I let my imagination wild and I came up with three
different stories for the three different classes. We had chosen Cow
as the theme for Pre KG, Kolam as the theme for LKG and Neem as
the theme for UKG. While I was planning the story setting and the
narration style, Anitha beautifully penned down poems to match the
stories. We made a great team.
After we set the stories and the poems, we decided to use the
performance of stories as the narration style and repetition as a
technique for Language retention and to enable children to learn
language in chunks. It was indeed received quite well and the reaction
of the children to the stories was a thing to watch. We made the
whole session interactive and the kids found themselves dancing and
laughing to the stories. As part of the interaction, we asked children
to make faces, jump up and dance, sing along.

Parent’s articles
When I asked the children to show strong teeth, one
child innocently came to bite me. That innocence, I
must say, gave me a lot of strength. It was an
opportunity for me to rediscover my love for telling
stories.
So, this was how I landed up being part of the Library
month celebrations. We have a bigger role as parents.
We need to realize that books can become best friends
to our children and introduce them to that world of
knowledge.
Kavitha Krishnakumar (M/o - Visweshwaran K – VII A)

First of all we would like to thank the school for
celebrating the programmes on BHARATMATA
VANDEMATARAM SAMASKARAM on 29.8.19
during the programme our son Dananjay was
roped in as a army soldier by which he was
enthralled to wear the uniform which is an icon
of protecting our nation.
The entire episode of the ceremony of
respecting the Martyrs who lost their lives in
protecting mother nation. The presence of the
Chief Guest from Navy and the speeches by
the kids as freedom fighters motivated the
children. The children were excited to watch
the videos displayed by the Chief Guest which
showcased the different types of Navy Ships
used during war. The thoughts will be there in
their memories for long which they will keep it
up and cherish for the entire life.
Once again we thank you for the school for
celebrating such a programme and involving
DANANJAY in that. We expect more programs
in near future.
Anbuselvi (M/o – Dananjay - IC )
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The Akshayapatra of Stories!
As a newbie parent (first child who had just joined Pre-KG) I was
befuddled when the circular came about attending the PTA Library
orientation. Anything to do with books though has always called out
to the bibliophile in me, and I attended the session with no idea of
what to expect. As the PTA leaders spoke of the library program and
the experiences of their children with it, I was hooked. It was such a
simple and yet superb idea! Receive a book every Wednesday and
read it for a week and even better, donate books on birthdays or
while decluttering overloaded bookshelves. Thus began Shrey’s and
my journey with the PTA library books.
Initially we received simple Tulika and Pratham books, stories so
rooted in the Indian milieu and easy to connect to that we soon
became regular patrons at the Tulika bookstore. Then came authors
we grew to love – Julia Donaldson, Eric Carle, Jeanne Willis and
many many more. Stories of Joey the Kangaroo and Gajapathi
Kulapathi, of Sesame Street and Panchatantra. Shreyas was thrilled
when he received a spate of books on diggers and construction
vehicles at the height of his infatuation with vehicles; and again
when Peppa Pig became his new craze and we received Peppa
books in our library folder.
It has grown over three years to become a little ritual of sorts – the
reminder to keep the book in the library folder on the day of return,
the anticipation for 24 hours and then the excitement of opening
the folder to discover new books the next day. Girija Ma’am in her
Bhagvad Gita classes has been the unfortunate bystander to the “I
got THIS book, what did you get?” madness on library days when
the children congregate for class and miss reciting in favour of
exchanging notes on their books.
So thank you PTA and thank you PSBB for this wonderful initiative!
Every Wednesday we visit new lands and experience new stories, all
through the well-thumbed pages of the PTA library books. A big
thanks to the volunteers who patiently mend, sort and label books
every year when school begins and to the loyal band of mothers
who take on library duty every week. May your tribe increase and
may more young minds be lit by the reading spark!

Parent’s Articles
At the outset I sincerely thank the school
and the staff for giving this rare
opportunity for children and parents as
well to participate in various events and
activities. Especially a novel and unique
feature with regard to the library work
and substitution assignments which none
other school has in Chennai city.
I personally enjoy dedicating this
substitution work in association with
children and staff which really makes me
forget myself completely. The library
books issued in the school cultivates the
reading habit in the minds of children and
they set a practise of reading books from
childhood.
Apart from the above mentioned the
school also involves us in both children
and parents in extracurricular activities
like Independence and teacher’s day
program. In this connection let me
conclude that I find myself immersed in
these school events as a home maker
now forgetting my previous official work
assignments in few companies. Keeps me
physically and mentally actively busy.
Thank you
Vijaya Padmaja (M/o – Aadit A – UKG B)

Aparna Vasanth (M/o- Shreyas Sandilya -UKG-B)
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Parent’s Articles
Those Who Don’t Jump, Will Never Fly

Never Give Up

Are you doing things just to conform with people around
you?
Are you taking a path just because your friends are taking
it?
Are you limiting yourself to only what you see and what
you know?

Vince Lombardi, a famous American football coach,
once said “a quitter never wins and a winner never
quits”
Winner and losers are not born, they are product of
how they think
Winners are those who are determined to reach their
goals, no matter how arduous the journey may be.
They are ready to face the challenges and obstacles
that come in their way. On the other hand, a quitter
gets perturbed by challenges and gives up. Because,
they are not determined to face the difficulties, they
never reach their goals and are declared as quitters. It
is important to remember that not everyone is born
with talents and skills .So what matter is the efforts we
put in.
Only efforts will drive you to your goals when everyone
expect you to give up. Winning is the reward you
receive when you have put in hard work. A winner
always has a fighting spirit- you throw them to the
wolves and they will return leading the pack. But this
requires great commitment and discipline.
Winning happens when deep down, you are tired of
losing. Winning happens when your desire to win is
greater than your fear of failure
Winning in some circumstances might seem really
impossible, but remember “It is only impossible, if you
give up”. A winner always utilizes every ounce of
energy and strength to accomplish their goal. It doesn’t
matter whether they accomplished what they set out
to do (or) they failed in their attempts. What really
matter is that they gave their best. That is what makes
them a WINNER!!!
Ramya Balaji
M\O Harini VIII-N

All of us fall into the trap called “comfort zone”. People
who break free from that make a difference for themselves
and leave a mark. It’s the fear of failure that limits our
imagination and thoughts and deters us from dreaming...
Dreaming big
Ask yourself what you would attempt if you know you
could not fail. This is the starting point. Making dreams
succeed lies in our belief in ourselves, dedication and hard
work. Diligence will help our dreams yield dividends for us.
Dr.APJ Abdul Kalam said, “Dream is not that which you see
while sleeping, it is something that does not let you sleep”.
It’s never too late... Start dreaming now...
Subha V
M/O Dhrithi P Iyer - X M
Divith S P Iyer - VII R
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Parent’s Articles
Let Life Flow...
I believe that today's children are stuck on a path, doing things that they think they are supposed to do, without
realizing that it is so important to build a life that you love. And I would put the blame, as parents, squarely on OUR
shoulders.
Focus, hard work, discipline,accountabi lity,empathy,compassion for other living beings, respect for the other and
oneself, and so on...These are the building blocks to be used in becoming the best human that one could possibly be.
But, are we teaching our children any of these values? Are we teaching them about the importance of exercise, both for
the body and the mind? Are we inculcating in them a love for the simple pleasures that come from say, running
barefoot on a beach? Are we seeing them through changes that make them one percent better every day? Are we
talking to them and engaging them in conversation, so that they learn the art of confrontation, diplomacy when
needed, and the ability to hold their own in an argument? Are we allowing them to make their own mistakes and fail?
Are we instilling in them the grace to accept failures and defeat in life situations, preparing them to relentlessly selfassess and move on without any thought of giving up?
Sadly, all I see are children running from class to class, stuffing themselves with processed foods, constantly having their
minds filled with science and math and all the myriad subjects taught to them, having no time to themselves to 'do
nothing’, have fun, or even read a book that's not a textbook! They are so busy 'being busy' that they seem to look
down upon the joys of writing, doodling, poetry, nature walks, music, and learning about our past. They have no time
for small talk, or a hug. Some of them have also forgotten how to smile I
Is this our sense of creating global citizens of whom we can one day be proud of? Or will we look back in dismay at the
apathetic robots we have created, and feel ashamed? Maybe it is time for us to step back a little and let life flow...

Dr. Aruna Mohan
M/O Vidur Ramasubramanian X-M

Important Activities

CENTA workshop

Yoga

Raising Happy Kids

Medall Workshop
Mindfulness
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Dean & Director’s Award

Mrs. Sheela Rajendra,
Dean & Director and Correspondent
‘Lady Kalyani Sivaswami Ayyar
Best Teacher Award’ on the occasion of
156th Birth Anniversary Celebration of
Sir P.S. Sivaswami Ayyar
by
National Boys’ and Girls’ Educational
Society.

Awards Received by Teachers

-K K N

Mrs. Malathy Santhanam, Sr. Vice Principal
of PSBB KK Nagar receiving the CBSE
Teachers Award 2018 from the Hon’ble
Union Minister of Human Resource
Development Shri. Ramesh Pokhriyal
‘Nishank’

Mrs. Lakshmi Radhika
Rotary Club of Madras Vadapalani

Mrs. R.Durga Bhuvaneswari
CSSC Central Cluster Chennai

Mrs. Sujatha Srinivasan
Rotary Club of Madras
Vadapalani

Mr. S. Parthasarathy
CIT Teachers Award 2019

Mrs. R. Latha
CIT Teachers’ Award 2019
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Awards Received by Teachers

T Nagar

NGM

Mrs. Girija Seshari
Best Teacher Award by
Chennai Sahodaya
Central Cluster Group
of Schools

Mrs. Vasanthi
Balasubramanian
Mrs. Jayanthi
Best Teacher Award by Best Teacher Award
Lions Club of Chennai- by the Rotary Club of
Madras
Periamet

V.V.S Manian
Seva Ratna Award by Global
Achievers Council

T Nagar

Tithi Pal
Srinivasan S
XSEED Super Teacher Top
Dhrishta Award by the
– 25 Contestant
International Association of Lions
Club

Priya Narasimhan
Best Teacher Award by
Lions Club of ChennaiPeriamet

C.Mangayarkarasi
Vidya Vani Award by the
International Association of Lions
Club
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CAMPUS CLIPS

Teen Think Tank – T3

Career counselling session

Candle lighting ceremony

Vigilance awareness week

Stimulations

PSBB MUN

Techno Talent 2020

AK SAMBAN AWARD

Sensitising students on gadget free hour

Bharathiar Day

NGM

RAISE YOUR GAME

Interact Club inauguration

Chemistry Enrichment Session

Prize Distribution Ceremony
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World Environment
Day

CAMPUS CLIPS
T Nagar

Investiture Ceremony

International Yoga Day

World Music Day

Mass Chanting

Madras Day celebrations

UN Day

KG Character Parade

Library Week

Traditional Games

Krishna Jayanthi Celebrations

Math Day

Christmas Day
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CAMPUS CLIPS

T Nagar

Donation of Spectacles for the
underprivileged

Jal Sakthi Abhigyan

Emergency Evacuation Drill

Bharthiyar Day

Bharath Matha Vandanam

Go Vandanam

Say yes to 5S (Std II Class Project)

Rastriya Ekta Diwas

Zip Zap Zoom – STD I Project

Constitution Day

Lingua Safari – Interschool Literary
Fest

E-waste Collection for responsible
disposal
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CAMPUS CLIPS

KKN
The Kargil Diwas was celebrated on
July 31st to commemorate the 20th
anniversary of the Kargil war.

The ‘Rashtriya Ekta Diwas’ or the National Unity Day marking the birth
Anniversary of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel was celebrated on October 31st
,2019.

The Constitution Day of India was
observed on 26 November 2019.
The Preamble of the Constitution was
read out in the assembly and the
National Pledge was taken by the
students.

On June 28 2019 “Eminent
Economists” Sri S.K.Aggarwala,
Sri Pramod Dalmia and Sri
Tilak Raj Rustogi visited our
school to share their insights on
economics.

Dr. Prafulla Kumar Behera, Dept. of Physics, IIT Madras spoke
at length on subjects of Particle Physics, the Big Bang theory,
the significance of the Higgs Boson and his contribution to the
experiment at the LHC on 23 July 2019.

Prof. Surya Banerjee, faculty, Department
of Statistics and Actuarial Science and
Director of Mathematical Economics
programme at the University of
Waterloo, Canada explained Game
Theory – a fascinating mathematical logic
22
on 11 October 2019.

New Initiatives

Initiation of Tamil Debating Society on
31-10-2019

Renovation of Cycle stand

Inauguration of Basketball Court

Introduction of Traditional games
Commerce Students wore khadi for
‘Business Battle’ as a tribute to
Mahatma Gandhi on his 150th birth
anniversary

Increase in no. of CCTV cameras

Two new Sintex tanks for additional
storage of water

Separate and heightened token
counter at canteen for middle
school students
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Split Air conditioner in Computer Lab

Quadrennial Project - Bharatiya Mahima
- On an Incredible trail
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PTA Honouring long service of staff and achievements of Students 2018-19

PTA

Newsletter
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